Effective Conference Calls Training
Why - Effective conference calls training?
Nowadays, conference calls isn’t just dialling a number and continue to work while nobody can see
if you are really paying attention to what is said. Modern conference calls are often video based,
as if you were in the same room together. No more hiding, the new visibility kicks in here too!
We often the get the question how to make these calls effective, how to deal with it. A costumer can
see you and you can see them. How do you act ‘at service to them’?
How to close a deal, or inform others and catch up effectively on conference calls, isn’t that different
from being effective in a boardroom, it just needs a little twist.
If you are not fully confident about your video conference call skills, our half day training Effective
conference calls can be just the investment you need!
What does the training contain?
You bring your own laptop and we practise a lot on the spot. We record and review together.
What do you see is happening, what is missing, how you come across? What if you can change
things effectively? It is a wise idea to practise this in training. Don’t leave it to your reality in business. It
can cost you a lot of credibility and money.
We work with a select group of 4 people per group to provide you with the best coaching on the
spot you need.
How do I join?
We can provide this training In-Company as well as a one day with mixed participants.
This training will take place if there is a group of 4 people.
If you want to participate, we will inform you when the next ‘Effective Conference Calls’ will take
place, but it is also possible for you to create your own group with like-minded persons’ and follow
our program, we are flexible!
Practical information
Time investment 8 hours
Financial investment € 495.- per person or € 1995.per In-Company Training excl. 21% VAT.

Contact
You can contact us by filling out our contact form
so that we can arrange our first meeting and discover
possibilities.

Location
Area of Utrecht unless otherwise requested
All other details will be sent to you after your
subscription. Your place will be confirmed after we
have received your payment.

Questions?
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In case of any questions, please send
an email to
info@presentation-master.com

